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            LAGANAS ZAKYNTHOS GREECE
               	 
             
            
         
            
                
               

                  Introducing the Natalie Hotel. It is located just 50m from the sandy beach of Laganas on the south coast of Zakynthos. All rooms are fully equipped and tastefully furnished to accommodate couples, groups of friends and families with children. There is also a snack bar, a swimming pool and children's pool as well as a children's play area to satisfy all guests' needs.

                  This centrally located, friendly family owned accommodation ensures a relaxing, comfortable and also fun vacation to all visitors who choose to visit the island. The Zakynthian hospitality will keep you returning year after year.
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                    NevilleNeale - Ripley UK– Sept 2017
                    
                    Excellent place in Laganas
                    
	             
                    Stayed here in September 2017. My mother and I. Lovely place to stay, good quality rooms and service. Breakfast was provided and was good.Fantastic location approximately 40 yards from the beach and 5-10 minutes from the main strip ( i.e far enough away to be quite but close enough to get there).
                    
						
                  
          
              
          
              					  
                
                
                                        
                
                  
                    Hannah W. - Sept 2017
                    
                    Perfect for the price
                    
	             
                    Stayed at the natalie from the 18th to the 25th september :) we were a group of 5 girls, the rooms were just what we needed for the price we paid small but comfy the only downside was that the showers didnt hang up properly, rooms were clean and staff were very helpful :) breakfast was basic but everything you really need 
But the main reason i gave 5 stars was because of the lady who runs the bar/pool cafe. Ulma was amazing so friendly she really makes this hotel special, not only was she fantastic with recommendations in the area but she was just all around a lovely lady always going out of her way to make sure we had a lovely relaxed holiday ❤ all the love for her she really make it a 5 star worthy hotel
                    
						
                  
          
              
          
              					  
                
                
                            
                
                  
                    _elsacocks - UK - Sept 2017
                    
                    Perfect family holiday.
                    
	             
                    Stayed here the beginning of August with my family and was fantastic.i can't complain,room was very nice and clean,the pool was great my 2 daughters loved it Breakfast was good for continental full english was available after 10am (reasonable price).the lady who worked at the bar Alma was very nice and polite and always happy to help if you needed anything.Beach was very close like a minute away from the hotel.we had fantastic time and i would recommend it to anyone visiting.
                    
						
                  
          
              
					
              						
                
                
                       
                
                  
                    sirstehanbez1998 - July 2017
                    
                    Lad's holiday, superb hotel
                    
	             
                    The hotel was delightful. The pool was clean and warm, the staff where very nice, the breakfast was superb as well as busy with different fruits also, cheese, ham, tomatoes, butter, three kinds of bread, cornflakes two kinds, yoghurt, coffee tea Juice and much more. Ani (the breakfast guy) ,was always smiling and very nice, the Alma girl at the bar. She was also very nice with us and the food that she cooked us every day was delicious and tasty and of course with very cheap prices too. Our rooms where always very clean and pleasant to stay in. The reception Was very modern and the staff there (Marta and Emil) were great, this is because they where friendly and extremely polite. The owner of the hotel (Giannis) was kind, he was also very nice to us at the breakfast table and at the reception too... 
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            Address

             Natalie Hotel (3 Stars)

                Laganas, Zakynthos

                P.C. 29100, Zante Greece 
        

        
            Telephones & Fax

          Manager: Mr. Petros Visvardis

               (+30) 26950 52396 
 (+30) 26950 52396
        
 
        
            Online

                Email: nataliehotel@hotmail.com 

              Web: www.nataliehotel.gr
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